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NASAL CANNULAS
Teleflex offers an extensive line of nasal oxygen cannulas, including the Softech ® and Softech ® Plus Cannulas, to accommodate
a variety of patient needs in most care settings.

SOFTECH® PLUS ETCO2 SAMPLING CANNULA
The Softech® Plus ETCO 2 Sampling Cannula allows delivery of supplemental oxygen
while simultaneously sampling expired CO2 , and features softer nasal prongs and lariat for
enhanced patient comfort. The split nare design allows separation of the CO 2 readings
and the delivery of oxygen, and helps produce a sharp wave form for clinician diagnostics.
View Details

SOFTECH® BI-FLO ETCO2 SAMPLING CANNULA
The Softech® Bi-Flo ETCO 2 Sampling Cannula allows delivery of supplemental oxygen
while simultaneously sampling expired CO2 , featuring a design that allows delivery of
oxygen to both nasal prongs and sampling of expired gases from both nares.

View Details

SOFTECH® PLUS NASAL CANNULA
Softech® Plus Nasal Cannulas are the confident choice for comfortable oxygen delivery
because of the proprietary combination of a softer non-DEHP material and improved
product design. Softech® Plus Cannulas help to improve patient comfort and enhance the
quality of care.
View Details

SOFTECH® NASAL CANNULA
The Softech® Nasal Cannula offers a standard over-the-ear design with exceptionally soft
nasal prongs.

View Details

COMFORT FIT™ EAR CUSHION CANNULAS
The Comfort Fit™ and Advanced Comfort Fit ™ Cannulas feature ear cushions which help to
relieve the pressure around a patient's ears, promoting comfort and enhancing the quality
of care.

View Details

OVER-THE-EAR CANNULAS
The popular Hudson RCI ® Over-the-ear Cannula, which has set the industry standard for
decades, is cost-effective and is offered in a wide range of adult configurations.

View Details

OXYGEN-CONSERVING CANNULAS
The Hudson RCI® Oxygen-Conserving Cannula incorporates a patented split-prong nasal
design and two oxygen supply tubes with standard connectors.

View Details

ELASTIC HEAD STRAP CANNULAS
Hudson RCI® Elastic Head Strap Cannulas feature an adjustable elastic band for a
comfortable, snug fit below the ears.

View Details
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